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Fashion Forward to 2021:

 Trends to Watch

 
       

       The apparel space looks a bit di�erent than in recent years. With many people still working from home, what is on

trend is headed a bit of a di�erent direction than any typical year. Here is a quick rundown on what trends we can

expect to see this year.

Outerwear Is Always A Winner

Once thing the pandemic has presented us with is creative ways to �nd activities to keep us busy. Since most indoor

activities are at a minimum, people have spent more time outdoors this year. This means that outerwear is in high

demand. These outdoor activities can require anything from a lightweight jacket to a much heavier warm style. Styles

that are water resistant have surged in popularity, as well as packable options.
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 Streetwear and the 90's

90's inspired apparel made it to the market in a big way in 2020 and it doesn't show signs of letting up anytime

soon. Perhaps people are just looking for some comfort during these trying times and want to feel nostalgic to

easier times or its as they always say "everything eventually comes back in style." Fashion forward streetwear styles

are also making a comeback. Gone are the days of the same old same old. People are looking for a way to stand out

from the crowd.

Staying Calm

This trend aligns closely with the need to be comfortable. Neutral, relaxing tones have gained in popularity and will

continue to do so into 2021. Soft, cozy fabrics in neutral colors help create calm for those wearing them, which is

something we all need now.

Opposites Attract - Be Bold

Almost the complete opposite is also a big trend for the upcoming year. Building on the tie-dye explosion of 2020,

bright colors, bold patterns, and touchable fabrics are in! Everyone is looking to be creative and bold due the

boredom that the last year has forced upon them. Textures, layered prints, neon and bright color patterns, and bold

decoration are just some of the ways people will show their creative side this coming year.

 

 

Comfort is Key

This one may be the most obvious of all. Working from

home and lack of in-person meetings has created an

environment where people crave more comfortable

styles. Not only will comfortable styles be in focus, but

also comfortable fabrics that allow for versatility and

movement. While casual apparel will be important,

there is also a great desire for apparel that is

acceptable in the workplace and combines the

professional look with the comfort of loungewear.

Layering is also on point with the new casual and

comfortable apparel the market desires. Athleisure,

hoodies (full zip and pullover), cardigans, and wraps

will all be top of mind this year.
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 Quality Not Quantity Rule

Sustainability has been an emerging and important trend in previous years. This year people will be looking at

sustainability in a bit of a di�erent way. The key is "buying less, but better." Gone are the days of buying 10 colors of

that cheaply made polo. Instead wearers are looking to buy a few quality items that can be used for years to come.

People are more mindful of their purchases and are looking for higher quality pieces that are built to last and are

multifunctional.

 

Dress to Protect
It goes without saying that a large trend this year as

people navigate their new normal is apparel that also

provides protection. 2020 made wearing a mask

normal and people are looking for ways to combine

protecting themselves while they are out and about

and also wear something that is comfortable and

functional. Masks have become a fashion statement for

many and o�er a new to express their personality. Not

only are manufacturers creating garments that have

masks or face coverings attached, but fabrics that

o�er anti-microbial and anti-bacterial properties are

making a big wave in the market.

 

 

 How many of these trends have you already seen a few weeks into the year? It will be interesting to see how these

trends evolve throughout the year and what other trends show up in the market.
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Why We Do What We Do

Kris and her team have been a very

trusted partner for our company for

several decades. Her approach is

favorable by everyone and she always

goes above and beyond to make sure

that our needs are met timely and

accurately. I highly recommend ABGI

to anyone who is looking for a

company that always goes the extra

mile to make sure the customer is

happy.

Rave Review from

Thomas S.,

VP of Operations

Loomis US

 

People Dig Apparel

Wearables are at the top of the

  "Top 5 Fave Product Categories."

Source: 2019 Consumer Study, PPAI Research

 

FOLLOW US

Questions? Contact us today at 972.471.3740.

Did you receive this as a forward and would like to sign up for our

newsletter and product spotlight emails?

Click here to sign up!
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